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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The objective of this survey is to assess the impact of the devaluation of the CFA Franc in all the
African member States of the Franc zone through the use of a ma~oconometric model. Indeed, the
devaluatioo of the CFA Franc (CFAF) basraised severalissuesrelating to the macro-economic balance that
will emerge following the adjustments broeght about by the realignment of the rate of exchange of the
CFAF to the French Franc (FF).

2. Since the establishment of the Franc zone in 1948, the exchange rate had been fixed at IFF = 50
CFAF. Under the pressure of a constant deterioration in their balance of payments accounts, the
governments of the memberStatesof the zone decided to changethe officialparity of 1 French franc (FF)
to 100 CFAF, that is a 50 per cent devaluation of the nominalrate of exchange between the CFAF and the
French Franc (CFA francs per unit of French Franc)'.

3. One of the important· Issues that bas been raised from the outset is whether this devaluation could
constitute an important element in the formulation of a strategy which could lead tp. intemal economic
growth withoutaffecting the balance of extemaI accounts. During the 1980s the African countries of the
Franc zone, constrained by a hugeexternal deficit and a large public debt, recorded a relatively low growth
rate of 1.9 per cent as an annual average. However, devaluation means the adjustment of prices that are
likely to modify the relativesituationPI'flVailing in the membercountries of the zone. Indeed, devaluation
IIlC8D$ a simultaneous reduction in the price of exports in foreign currency and an increase in the price of
imports in local currency, which under certainelasticity conditions promote the demand for exportswhile
reducing the demand for imports.

4. Devaluation is genera1ly expected to lead to a reallocation of resources to industries competing with
importsand to the export sectorwith the aim of reflecting thisadvantagein·~ IW local goods and
services. However, this IIpIlroll$ is still controversial and the impactof devaluation is extremely uncertain
due to the praciical. problems· encountered, among other things, in the assessment of the impact of
devaluation.

5. . The approach taken in this survey is to quantify the possible trends in the overall economies of the
Franc zone following the initial shock of devaluation through the use of simulation exercises. However,
mention shouldbe uiade bOtlt of the short-term natureof the model as well as the limitations ofeconometric
as a tool for any long-terni ¥ilreeasting in view of the fact that considerable structura1 and overall changes
are difficult to forecast. This analysis is preceded by a review of the positive effects from any devaluation
as well as the conditiorts tiecessary for the attainment of such positive effects.

II. IMPACT OF MONBTARY DEVALUATION

A. Impect on the trade. balance

6. Devaluation is the reduction of the value of the national currencycomparedto a foreignconvertible
currency so as to eliminate the overvaluation of the national ctirrency which is responsible fpc the value of
imports being above the value of exports. Devaluation aims at restoring equilibrium in the trade balance
through an increase in the value of exports and reduction in the value of imports.

7. For exports, the problem is to know whether the increase in the quantity sold..as a ~t.()f a low
price in foreign exchange will more than compensate for the loss in the unit price. In the CFA zone, thus,
an item thatwas sold previously at 1 FrenchFranc (FF 1) or 50 CFA Francs (CFAF 50) couldnow be sold

1 The decision was announced on 11 January 1994.
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at FF 0..5 (which is now CFAF 50) at the new rate oft French Franc =, CFAF 100. For every 100 imits
sold, FF SO is lost; the export brings in FF SO in foreign exchange ilistead of FF 100 previously. To'
achieve the total previous earnings, 200 imits must be-sold. The total earnings will increase only it: the
number of imits sold exceeds 200. In other words, to attain the critical threshold, there should be a
domestiCPrice reduction (denominated in French Francs)of SO per cent whichcorresponds toa 100per cent

. increase in the volume of sales. The relationship between these two percentagesis the elasticity, which is
the reaction of buyers in the face of a price reduction.

8. For imports, the price is higher in the national currency. As the quantity of goods and services
bought from abroad diminish, total expenditure reduces (more or less in aocording with elasticity).

9. The impact of devaluation on the trade balance is therefore twofold. Exports are sold at the same
price in the national currencies but imports become more expensive. All things being equal, this
,deterioration in the. terms of trade automatically leads to "deficit. As a result of the change in relative
.Prices, it is probable that imports wlll be reduced and people will make an effort to use local products in
place of the imported products which have suddenly become too expensive (import price elasticity).
Exporters will also try to capitalize on the price reductionto sell more goodsabroad (export priceelasticity).

, 10. The impact of devaluation on the trade balance will be the combined effects of two forms of
elasticity. The critical threshold will be crossed when the sum of the elasticities is more than one (see
Anllex A). . .

11. In practical terms, a n1,UDber of complications arise, For exports, the qptionswill dependon whether
national production is inore or less able to increase supply with constant, increasing or decreasing costs.
'The options will also depend on the domestic market which may ,absorb some of the products meantfor
export. For imports, the outcome will depend on the extent to which· the national economy can produce
goods to replace itwlorts. Consequently, it canttot be assumed that devaluation will necessarily result in an
improved trade balance.

B. Impacton the domestic rmoomy

12. .' Devaluation alsoaffectsthe domestic economy. The impactof a successful devaluation is anincrease
iI1' the volume of exports and a reduction of imports, i.e. a reduction in the amount of goods availaiJle
locally.

13. The mere announcement of a devaluation will lead to price rises and if the rise is equivalentto the
rise in the exchangerate, the impactof devaluation will be neutralized. In a country where the iJnba1ance
is due to inflation, devaluation will worsen inflation in several ways, namely: a price hilre, increased
nominal revenue from exports and a reduction in available goods. Thesefeatures are often aggravated by
the social, psychological and Political impact (with demands for higher wages, strikes, fiscal deficits aDd
the like).

14. . It has often been maintained that devaluations fail to take certain realities of most African countries
into account, in that:'

2 See ECA .\frican Alternative Framework to Structural
Adjustment Programmes for Socio-Economic Recovery and
Transformation E/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.3.
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(a) Elasticity conditions are not generally met with regard to the strong demand for the necessary
imported products and the weak external demand for African exports;

(b) African exports have a relatively inelastic supply side (especially of agricultural products) at
least in,the short term. Elasticity is time - bound and by the time thatadjustments to chaIlges in the relative
prices take place, prices of intermediate imported goods and the cost of national production could have
increased to the point of cancelling out the gains of devaluation;

(c) The growth of domestic costs leads to an under utilization of installed capacities in view of
the rigid production structures whiCll do not allow for the replacement of foreign production inputs with
local production inputs and social habits which keep the demand for external goods from changing;

(d) In view of the rigid production structures, losses resulting from depreciation are never
recouped unless devaluation is followed by a spending reduction which leads to an improvement in the
balance of payments at the expense of employment and production; and that

(e) Devaluation leads to ail increase in thelevel of domestic prices which reduces the real value
of liquidity available in the private sector.

15. Finally, devaluation is most faulted for not taking into account the fact thateconomic structures in
Africa are not flexible and diversified enough to ensure that the positive impact of devaluation could be felt
in the short term. Although several studies have been carried out on this matter, it cannot be Said ,With
certainty whether devaluation is an efficient measure for improving the balance of payments of African
countries.

III. SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF A MACRO-ECONOMETRIC MODEL

16. An empirical evaluation of the impact of devaluation is cooducted below using a macro-econometric
model applicable to all African countries in the Franc zone. Although this model has a reduced scope, it
enables us to focus the analysis on the essential aspects of production, exports, imports and prices.

17. The model is made up of five equations (see table I in Annex B):

(a) Equation (I) represents the production function in which gross domestic product (GDP)
depends on investments (I), household disposable income (RD), public expenditure, (G), exports (X)
imports (M) and the previous production (GOP-i);

(b) Equation (2) determines domestic investment which depends on previous production and the
inflow of foreign capital (FKE);

(c) Equations (3 and 4) are the export and import functions of the zone. In equation 3, exports l

depend certainly on industrial production in the OECD countries (Yoecd) and on the internationiU
competitiveness of the products from the countries in the zone (Pmlp). In equation 4, imports are positively
related to foreign exchange reserves (inflow of foreign capital and previous export earnings) and negatively
to the competitiveness of the national products.

(d) Equation (5) determines the general level of domestic prices which depend on domestic
demand, the prices of imported products (Pm) and borrowing (M2).
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18. The parameters of the model have been estimated simultaneously through the' "two-stage least
squares" method (2SLS). The observations in the estimation exercise are annual and the period covered
extends from 1971 to 1990.' .

19, The results of the model's estimates are shown in table 2 (An:Dex B). Concerning the accuracy of
the statistics for the estimated period, it can be observed that almost all the parameters of the model are
statistically significant and bear the expected sign in conformity with the theoretical analysis.

20, From the estimates of foreign trade, (equations 3 & 4) it can be seen that a Iper cent rise in.foreign
prices as compared to local prices (Poop) leads to - in line with the theory - an increase of 0.376 per cent
in exports and a reduction of 0.023 per cent in imports (although the latter coefficient is not statistically
significant). The sum total of the two elasticities is, however, far from the critical threshold beyond which
there is an improvement in the trade balancefollowing theparity realignment. Apparently, imports are more
or less indifferent to relative price movements and this indicates the preponderance of essential imports in
the total imports of the African countries belonging to the franc zone,

21. On the other hand, it isobserved that the growth in foreign sales following a 1 per cent rise in
foreign prices as compared to domestic prices (POOP) is 0.38 per cent (Parameter a,,) .which is clearly
inadequate to compensate for the loss in unit price. This last resultconfirms the conclusions of previous
econometric studies' which clearly proved with supporting economettic tests that elasticity conditions are.
not generally met for such agricultural products as coffee, cocoa, groundnut oil and cotton. These products,
are the essential exports of some countries members of the franc zone.

22. In sum, these results do not justify the expectations of the African countries of the franc zone
regarding adjustment of their external deficit through a devaluation of the CFA franc. While these results
generally apply to all these countries, the situation may vary from one country to the other.

IV. IMPACT OF A 50 PER CENT DEVALUATION ON THE CFAF/FF NOMINAL
RATE OF EXCHANGE

23. The use of an econometric model helps to assess the magnitude of the shock waves generated by
devaluation. Such impact assessment has been based .on.a dynamic simulation of devaluation shocks and
of possible .support measures. The results of these simulations are spread over a period of six years so as
to show the new state of equilibrium in the economies of the franc zone after the devaluation.

24. The 50 per cent devaluation of the CFA franc is equivalent to a lOOper cent rise of foreign prices
in CFAF terms. Theoretically, domestic prices (P) can remain unchanged if the government' takes tough
measures to freeze prices. In this case, the Pm/P ratio will also increase by 100 per cent. The fact is that,
prices are very difficult to freeze. In practice, devaluations are followed (and preceded often ifanticipated) .

3 The sample is made up of 10 countries: Benin, Burkina
Faso, Cameroon, Congo, Cote d'Ivoire, Mali, Niger, Central
African Republic, Senegal and Togo. The other data used have
been extracted from the World Bank, "World'Tables, 1992"; IMF,

,"International Financial statistics (1992"; ECA, "Statistics
Yearbook, various issues.

, K. Mengisteab, "Export-Import Response Devaluation in
SUb-Saharan Africa" Africa and Development, vol. XVI, no. 3, 4,
1991, pp. 27-42.

•
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by a steep rise in prices. In Mali, for example, prices rose by 30 per cent. For certain products, the
increaseswere as high as lOOper cent.'

25. In order to understand the effects of devaluation, the most edifying comparison is to know what
would have happened without devaluation, all things being equal. In the first instance, therefore, a
projectionwas made of trends in the last six years over the comingsix years. The results of this projection
are shown in Table A below.

Table A
Annual percentage variation of economic variables without devaluation

t=O 1 2 3 4 5 . 6

GDP 0.6 1.04 1.25 1.37 1.44 1.52 1.54
I -0.11 4.86 4.78 4.74 4.72 4.71 4.64
X 0.27 0.84 0.97 1.03 1.6 1.31 1.9
M 0.15 0.25 0.31 0.35 0.45 0.52 0.6
P 0.46 0.74 1.02 1.17 1.45 1.31 1.6

26. The simulation of the devaluation shocks and of possible support measures were then carried out on
the basis of three scenarios:

HI. A 50 percent devaluation with a price freeze during the first year, all things beingequal on the
other band;

H2. Simulated shocks: a 50 per cent devaluation of the CFA franc with a domestic price rise of 50
percent during the first year, a constant5 per cent rise in government spending per annum, a
3D-per-cent rise in foreign capital inflows of during the first year (levelling off at 18 per cent
in subsequent years);'

H3 Simulated shocks: the same as in H2 except here (i) an active policy to control inflation is
pursued which after devaluation will help to maintain a constant PmlP relationship and (ii) a
constant rise in foreign capital by 30 per cent for a period of 6 years.

• An item bought abroad previously at CFAF 50 being equal
to FF 1 will now cost CFAF 100 which is now equivalent to 1
French franc costing twice the price in CFA francs.

• The inflow of foreign capital increased by 18 per cent
per annum in nominal terms during the last six years.
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27. The results of these simulations are shown in figures 1 to 5 below.

Figure 1. Impact of a SO per cent devaluation of CFAF on production.
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Figure 2. Impact of a SO per cent devaluation of the CFAF
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Figure 3. Impact of a SO per cent devaluation on exports
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Figure 4. Impact of a 50 per cent devaluation on imports
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Figure S. Impact of a SO per cent devaluation of the CFAF on prices
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A. Impact on production
~ .. '

28. For prQdllCtion, the comparison of dlJta shoWn in table 1 and Figure 1 indicate'tbat in all the scenarios
dqrieted' ,devaluation will boostshort-term prodUction. After the first year of devaluation, there will be a
slow down in the growth of GDP. '

29. It is observed that without devaluation, the growth of GDP is limitedto 0.6 per cent during the first
year of simulation and attains 1.5 per cent per annum in the long-term (table 1). In the short-term, the

.' gtQwtb rate 'ofGDP attains its highestlevel in scenano HI (Figure 1). The SOper cent devaluation of the
CfAF (whichis the equivalent to a lOOper cent in rise in foreign prices in CFAP) without any domestic
price~e in the first year, stimulates exports(risjng by 39.7 per cent in the short-term) boostingGDP
gwythin the first year of simulation by a 7.8 per cent rise which tapers off towards the end of the
simulated period to a mere2.2 per cent. This obvious slow-down in long-term growthis due, in this model,
to the iiIfIation gap that widens again after theijfting of the price freeze, which leads to a loss in export
market shares, increasing the extetl!aI deficit and reducing'the available resources for investment and
production.

30. 0ver the long-term, scenario H3 seemsto bethe mostfavourable as far as prOduction and investments
are concerned (Figures 1 and 2). In this context and through effective control of domestic prices (and
therefore the prices of the most competitive domestic products) and a increased mobilization of external

" 'teSllUtCeS,.a rise in exports and investmcints will provide support for internal production, which willattain
a 3.5 per centlong-term growth against2'.2 per cent under scenarioHI and 1.8per centunderscenarioH2.

,31. .,Sce1lario H2 is perhaps the most realisticof tfle three scenarios and the one which also showsthe least
favourabie results for short-term and long-termproduction. On the one hand, an immediate rise ofdomestic
prices (by 50 per cent~er scenarioH2) Will reduce thC: short-term positiveeffectsofdevaluation over the
competitiveness of national export products. A price increase which at the most is equiYalent to the rise in
foreignpriceswill cancel out the gains of the devaluation, Without any price controlmeasures, the inflation
gap will to affect export capacity. On theo~ band, with a reduction in the amount of goods available
ontfle ciomestic market. the rise in public Spendiitg will in_fy inflationary pressures detrimental to
exports. ,The simuIationof the long-terril impact does showthat for production; the outcome will be JIardly
differeiltfrol!1 what will have happened without any devaluation. After all, GDP growth is about 1.5 per
cent in bOth cases. '

32. The real trend observed after the CFAF devaluation has been on increase in nominal salary (10 per
centin"~, IS per cent in Senegal) and an ,Unti1edi8te price rise ranging from 30 to 50 per cent. This is

(, 'not enoug/J to offset ,the short-terin imp3ct of the devaluiltionbUt may well, in the long term, restore the
statUs quo ante (see Figure 1, H2).

• B. Jugct on tile trade balanre

33. In foreign trade it is observed that in the absence ofa devaluation the growth of exports in.the first
"yeatofsimulation is almost six times the growthof importS (0.57 per cent against0.097 per cent), but over
time the ratio diminishes to 1.9 compared to 0.6 at the end of the six years. Nal;ionaI products become
increasingly less competitive and imports become increasingly less expensive. This leads to a constant

,deterioration in the trade balance ,of alhhe African States of the franc zone.

34. How'ever, theresuits obtained in the secondphase, 'wIu:re the impact of devaluation and the possible
'. measures are, simw.ted, do Dotjustify the expecflluon of thegov~ that equilibrium will 'be restored
in1heir, balance of payments. The results of &in~onH2which reflects the reality better are shown in
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Figures 3 (exports) and 4 (imports). Thus, it is observed that the direct impact ofa SO per cent devaluation
of the CFAF on exports is about 14.5per cent during the first yCll( of simulation and later on, there is a
net slow-down in the growth of exports. Indeed, such export growth is by 1.2 per cent in scenarioH2 at
the end of six years compared with 1.9 per cent in the absence of any devaluation. This results from the

· tact that devaluatiOn sets off a rise in the price of imports which is passed off on to domestic prices, raising
them to levels that they would not have reached had there been 00 devaluation.

35. The widening of the inflation gap is the onefaetor that cancels out the gains ofdevaluation in the long
· fun. In all the scenarios, after the first year'of devaluation, the growth differential between exports and

imports.is gradually reduced resulting in a deterioration ofthe trade balance and leadingamongother things,
· to adepreciation of the real exchange rate of the CFAF. If the scenario is confirmed, the countriesin the

mnc zone will have to undergo another devaluation. .

V. CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIQNS

36. The resuIts Obtained from this simulation conducted, using a macro-econometric model, shows very
clearly the impact of the recent devaluation of the CFAF going from a parity ofCFAF SOIFF I to CFAF
lOO/FF 1. Although, the size of the model is relatively small, it has helpedtoidentify the maC!"O'economic
impact of the devaluation.

37. First of all, in the eventofdomestic prices remaining unchanged and no supportmeasures being given
by way of increased public spending and massive infusions of financial assistance, devaluation is likely to

· .accelerate short-term growth through external trade. However, the results obtained later by taking into
ilccount the concern of governments to ease the Social costs of devaluation do not confirm that in the long
run, African countries members of the franc zone, taken as a whole, can expect to achieve sustainable
econOmic growth withoutoff-setting the baIlInce of external accounts.

38. The'fact that in this model account is taken of a rise in the inflation differential and an increase in
public Spending on .
salaries, various subsidies and the like make it likely that the directand widebenefitsofdevaluation on the

'economies of the CFA zone will be canceIled out in the long run. The inflationary impact of devaluation
can be contained throughprice control measures and/or a maxi.mumreduction of public~ture and/or
a tipt monetlI1Y Wliey. -, Under such circuInstanceS, devaluation will lead to an improvement in the trade
balaDce albeit atthe expense of long-termproduction.

39. .In the sameanalytic context, another possiblescenariowas the assumption .that the member~es
of the frarJc zone will receivea 30 per centincrease in financial assistance for six years (as comparedwith
18Per cedt djuing the past years) and that they will pursue an active poliey to effectively control domestic
priceS which will maintain the relationship between foreign and domestic prices constantafter devaluation.
This scenario produces the most 'favoUrable long-term results as far as production and foreign trade are
concerned.

I
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40. It can be seen from the foregoing analysis that to be successfui deval1lldion, has to be accompanied
by the follo1Vingrneasures:

.; (i) . Establishment of a mechanism to monitorand control inflation, whichimpliesa strict controlof 1
1
:'.

production costs and government expenditure. Concerning financial Wlicy two elements must .
be remembered. In the first place, the most important objective of African countries is to !

achieve economic transformation. In the first stage, it is possible that there might not be any ii'

other means of achieving this objective other than through State intervention using uelective
cr:wt Wlicythat will promote priority manufacturing sectors as well as the agricu1turaI sector. I

j

~---------~
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As these activities on the average have a rate of return lower than speculative and commercial
activities, a total financial liberalization policy might compromise the attainment of these
objectives. Such financial liberalization will lead to real interest rates attaining levels, inimical
to small and modern sector business interests and hardly of interest to decisions on Savings of
large segments of the economy, particularly of the rural areas and the informal sector. In this
context, the rise in the prime lending of BCEAO and BEAC (to control inflation) might have
negative effects particularly in directing the course of the economy towards sPeewative and

..commercial activities whilediscouragmg productive investment in order to sustain inflation. As
a result, a differentiation in the credit system aimed at promoting production and'productive
investment should be encouraged and in any case, it Can help to serve indirect benefits such as
the greatest flexibility in determining interest rates on deposits. The setting of ceilings for
certaincategories of bank loans with the banks being able to grant unlimited credit facilities in
the more productive sectors (like agriculture and industry) will enhance thechanging ofselective
interestrateson loans to these sectors. The real weighted interest rate on savings accruing from
these transactions should, however, be positive. A bonus system should also be introduced
which would have the same impact but then concessional resources should be available before
this can be done.

(ii) The reduction of the financial constraints currently burdening the economies of these countries
thrqugh the rescheduling of their debts into long-termdebts at very low interestrates or simply
writingoff suchdebts as a supportmeasure of the exc~ge rate policy. Resources whichwould
have been generated as a result of this measurewouldbe invested in the productive sectorof the
economy.

(iii) Increasing the competitiveness of national products on the international market through a far
reaching trade strategy which would aim at (i) determining the price and product; (ii) seeking
partners and (lit) increasing the capacity to adapt to changing international circumstances. This
strategyassumes that measures would havebeen takenearlier to lay the foundations forsnmdpr4
CQ!!JIlf@iveness by creatingthe conditions neededto boost and diversify production and increase
productivity. The same causes produce the same effects, the CPA zone will not resolve its
chronicfiscaldeficit problemsby means ofmere monetary manipulation but through ajudicious
policy of transforming the kind and characteristics of goods produced," .Huge investments are
necessary for this purpose. Neitherthe interestrate policyadopted by the Central BankofWest

7 Indeed in the economies of the CFAF zone domestic
production plays a secondary role as compared to commercial
activities. The economic growth rate can be estimated by the
relationship: y = [A.{z)]/B where y represents GOP of the CFAF
zone, z represents GOP of the rest of the world, A represents the
income from export demand elasticity and B represents the income
from import demand elasticity. Elasticity A and B depend on the
kind of goods produced and particularly their level of
technological sophistication. In the CFAF zone, A is generally
small and B high (exported raw materials have a weaker income
elasticity than manufactured products). The effect of economic
growth in the rest of the world (z) on the economic growth of the
CFAF zone (y) is: dy/dz = l/B.[dy/dA. Oa/dz]; it will be still
weaker as A is not elastic and B high as is the case at the
moment in the CFAF zone. As a reSUlt, for economies whose growth
depends on external factors, correcting the chronic deficit in
the balance of external accounts requires more than a realignment
of the rate of exchange. It requires structural tranSformation
in the sense of an export diversification scheme.

,_._-----------
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African States (BCEAO) and the Central Bank of Central African States (BEAC) nor the flow
of resources on l:OIlreSsiooal terms can generate such investments. The prime lending rate of
these banks which was raised by 4.5 percentage points to "check inflation" neither helped to
booste investment nor to capitalize enterprises which are at the brink of financial collapse. If
the need for structural transformation is. accepted in the sense of a diveI$ification in the traded
products, the main difficulty will be the price at which manufactured or semi-processed goods
could be sold on the world market. This price is determined to an extent by the real rate of
exchange. However, mere manipulation of the exchange rate might lead to a reductionin export
earnings from the sale of primary commodities (for which demand is not elastic enough) and
would render essential imports more expensive for domestic production. To resolve this issue,
ECA proposes the adoption of a multiple exchange rate system that should promote the
diversification of export products as well as esseutiallocal consumergoods (Such as food crops,
etc.) and trade partnerships to promote industrialization and the expansion of intra-African trade
(with the implementation of special exchange rates only for products traded among African
countries) whichwill contributeto the effortsbeing madeto achievethe economictransformation
and development of the countries concerned.'

41. While the aim of the devaluation is the elimination of an overvaluation of the CFAF as comparedwith
other currencies in the subregion, it offers - from the viewpoint of integration - an opportunity for the
countries concerned to draw up a genuine monetary cooperation agreement within the framework of the
Economic Community of WestAfricanStates (ECOWAS)and the Economic CommunityofCentral African
States (ECCAS). The fact thatcertain countries which are members of the economic groupings belong to
the CFAF zone while some others do not creates exchange rate policy disparities which are detrimental to
economic integration.

42. In any case, to attain genuine monetary cooperation, the departure point should be the establishment
of currency convertibility withinECOWAS and ECCAS. In this situation, a commonexchange rate policy
should be instituted. This policyshould lead logically either to the renegotiation of the monetary agreement
in the CFA franc zone or according the same guarantees to other currencies (convertibility guarantees).
Europe is graduallymovingtowardsthe establishment ofsingleEuropeancurrency. This means thatAfrica
must search now for .an alternative monetary solution by initiating in-depth studies to assess the costs and
benefits of the various options.

• On this issue see ECA paper on MUltiple Exchange Rate
Systems Differential Interest Rate policies and Production
Subsidies. E/ECA.AFEA/90/6-8/Summary.
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ANNEXA

Elasticity theorem

Let E be the value of exports in national currcmcy
I the valueof imports in foreign currency
T the "xcbang.,'rate:
S the trade baJanoo
Ee the aport price elasticity = (De'dt).(tIE)
Ei the import price .,Iasticity == (dIIdt).(t11)

The balanC!', S, is:

(1) S = E - t.I

where t.1 is the value of imports in local currency, As a difft:rcmtiation it is
(2) dS = DC' - t.Di - l.dt
now, DC' = &.Edtlt and t.Di = Ei.ldt
Equation (2) can be writtc:n as
(3) Ds = &.Edtlt + EUdt - Idt
or DSfl = &.EdtlI + Eidt - dt

IfWI' assume tbat tht:rC' is c:quilibrium in th., tradC' balance from theoutset(S = 0 and tbc:refOfC' E/(t.I)
= 1), ClQUation (3) becomes: -,
(4) Dsfl == dt.(& + Ei - 1)

In th., eveat of d.,valuation (i., dt>O), for Ds to bepositive, the sum of I'lasticities (Be + Ei) should
be more than 1.
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ANNEXB

Table I The reference mode!

Production:

(I) log GOP = alO + a" log I + a,.log G + a" log RO
+ a,. log X + a,s log M + a,• log GOP.,Investment

(2) log I = a", + a., log GOP., + a.. log FKE
Exports
(3) log X = a,. + an log Y .... + a.. log X.,

+ a.3 log (Pm/P)
Imports

(4) log M = a.. + a., log FKE + a.. log X,
+ a3 log (PmfPO

Prices
(5) logP =<. Il,o + is, log GOP., + an log G + a" log Pm

+ aSllog M2

Definition of variables
GOP is Gross domestic product
I is Domestic investment
XisExports
Mislmports
Y oecd is Foreign production
RD is disposable income of households
FKE is inflow of foreign capital
G is Public expenditure
M2 is borrowing
Pm is Foreign prices (in local currency)
P is GOP deflator
Pm/P is the index of domestic price competitiveness
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1k1: Results of simulations
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Parameter Coefficients t-statistic

alO 0.880 0.013
all -0.033 0.181

Equation (I) a12 0.203 0.G75
R = 0.93 a" 0.345 0.082

a., 0.183 0.082
a15 -0.018 0.265
ai, 0.514 0.105

Equation (2) a,. 26.5 0.06
R' = 0.57 a'l -0.184 0.304

8" 0.276 0.089

a,. 11.88 0.06
Equation (3) a31 0.671 0.206
R' = 0.95 a" 0.478 0.153

a" 0.376 0.146

Equation (4) a.o 16.45 0.079
R' = 0.89 &.1 0.184 0.035

a., 0.260 0.127
&., -0.023 0.173

a,. -27 0.013
Equation (5) a" 0.714 0.058
R' = 0.90 a" 0.143 0.056

as! 0.172 0.025
8,. 0.183 0.029

Estimation method: Two-stage least squares (2SLS)
Period: 1971-1990




